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Orion Jones

Orion Jones is a player character played by Squidbot.

Orion Jones

Species & Gender: Elysian Male
Year of Birth: YE 14
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Infantry

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement:

Physical Description

Orion is about 5 feet and 9 centimeters tall. His body is thin and he isn't very strong. He is pretty fast on
his feet and is able to fly quickly as well, normally taking advantage of gravity. His eyes are a dark purple
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color and his hair is sort of spiky and orangey brown.

Personality

Orion's personality is quite mixed, he normally does like to poke around stuff he shouldn't. He normally
feels uncomfortable talking to people he doesn't know,product of his not so friendly past, and won't do it
unless forced to. You could describe him as antisocial in other words. He is loyal to his friends (if any) and
tends to be quiet around other people. He tends to like to spend his time building or upgrading weapons,
usually rifles of any kind.

History

Orion was born in the middle of the third war of the Elysians against the Yamatai Star Empire. His parents
both died when he was about 2 years old, he saw them both being killed by soldiers, while hiding in a
trash bin. He pretty much taught himself how to shoot, but his skills do need some refining. To be fair,
lots of refining.

Social Connections

Orion is connected to:

Centurion Jones (father)[deceased]
Alias Avian (mother) [deceased]

Inventory & Finance

Orion Jones has the Star Army Standard Issue Items.

Orion Jones currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

In the case Squidbot becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name Orion Jones
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Character Data
Character Owner Squidbot
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
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